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Since the first descriptions of nuclear magnetic
resonance (MR) in the 1950s, there has been
interest in using MR to measure the diffusion prop-
erties of water.1 With the advent of MR imaging
scanners in the 1980s, it was natural for investiga-
tors to develop diffusion MR imaging techniques
for imaging of the brain,2–4 along the way demon-
strating applications that are now familiar, such as
restricted diffusion in acute cerebral ischemia5 and
measurement of the directional dependence
(anisotropy) of water diffusion in cerebral white
matter.6 Once rapid single-shot echo planar
imaging (SS-EPI) sequences became available in
the early 1990s, diffusion MR imaging techniques
were quickly adopted by many clinical radiologists
and basic science investigators. As a result, there
has been a rapid increase in knowledge of diffu-
sion MR imaging techniques and their application
to the study of brain pathology since that time: at
last count, there were more than 8000 citations
for brain diffusion MR imaging in the literature,
approximately 2272 articles published in 2009
alone.

In this article, the basic principles required for
understanding diffusion MR imaging techniques
are reviewed with the clinical neuroradiologist in
mind, setting the stage for detailed review of
specific clinical applications in articles elsewhere
in this issue. This article begins with a consider-
ation of how diffusion MR imaging techniques
exploit the randommovements of water molecules
to infer diffusion rates. It also considers the
different methods for assessing anisotropic diffu-
sion with emphasis on the most widely used
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model, known as diffusion tensor imaging (DTI).
After reviewing current best practices in diffusion
MR imaging acquisition, some of the common
analytic methods used for diffusion MR imaging
data are described, including advanced methods,
such as tractography. Throughout, examples from
the literature are used to illustrate the types of
questions that can be addressed with diffusion
techniques.
PHYSICAL BASIS OF DIFFUSION IMAGING
The Phenomenon of Brownian Motion

As commonly used in the physical sciences, the
term, diffusion, carries two meanings. The clas-
sical meaning of the term refers to net molecular
movement or flux down a concentration gradient.
The Fick first law formalizes this concept and is
familiar from medical school descriptions of respi-
ratory physiology.1 Diffusion also refers, however,
to the random displacement of molecules of
uniform concentration in solution. This phenom-
enon is known as brownian motion, after the bota-
nist Robert Brown, who noted its role in the
displacement of pollen particles in solution.

Brownian motion of water molecules is the key
physical process that is measured in diffusion MR
imaging experiments. According to theoreticmodels
of brownian motion, the trajectory of a single mole-
cule can be envisioned as a series of random colli-
sions with surrounding molecules, all of which are
agitated by thermal energy (Fig. 1). Over time, any
givenmolecule is displacedoutwardwith radial loca-
tion governed by a gaussian probability distribution
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Fig. 1. Anisotropy as described by the DTI model. Hypothetical random paths of two molecules (red and blue)
experiencing brownian motion are depicted (left). Representations of diffusion probability distributions (PDFs)
for isotropic diffusion (middle) and anisotropic diffusion (right). For isotropic diffusion, there is equal likelihood
of diffusion from the origin in all directions, resulting in a spherical PDF. With anisotropic diffusion, there is
unequal diffusion, and under the DTI model, this anisotropy is described using 3 orthogonal gaussian distribu-
tions with magnitudes (eigenvalues) l1, l2, and l3, resulting in a diffusion ellipsoid PDF. The actual magnitude
of the diffusion in each of the principal directions is proportional to the square root of the product of the eigen-
value for that direction and the time of diffusion t. (Data from Basser PJ, Mattiello J, LeBihan D. MR diffusion
tensor spectroscopy and imaging. Biophys J 1994;66(1):259–67.)
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(ie, a spherical shellwith thicknessdeterminedby the
variance of the gaussian distribution). Einstein is
credited with formalizing this relationship by sug-
gesting the mean squared displacement, <x2>,
from an initial point source takes the form
(Equation 1):

<x 2> 5 6DDt (1)

where D is the diffusion constant/coefficient that is
dependent on temperature, molecular size, and
solvent viscosity, and Dt represents the time
elapsed from the initial position. Because the
mean displacement, <x>, for a random process
is zero, the variance (ie, square of the SD) is equal
to this mean squared displacement.7 At physio-
logic temperatures, the constant D for water has
a value of approximately 3 � 103 mm2 per second.
Thus, over the 50- to 100-millisecond interval typi-
cally used in diffusion MR imaging experiments,
the root mean squared displacement of water is
on the order of a cell diameter, or approximately
10 mm.1,8
The Diffusion MR Experiment

In the context of an imaging experiment, the chal-
lenge is to sensitize the MR signal to the diffusion
of water (as described by Equation 1) while retain-
ing the positional information used to identify each
voxel in the image. In a typical pulsed gradient
spin-echo diffusion-weighted sequence, this task
is accomplished through the application of
motion-sensitizing gradients just before and after
the 180� refocusing pulse (Fig. 2). Although the
diffusion gradients are applied in the same
direction in the MR pulse diagram, the effect of
the gradients on spin phase is opposite because
of the intervening refocusing/inversion pulse.
Water protons that maintain their initial position
between the application of the two gradient pulses
experience no diffusion-related dephasing
because the two lobes of the diffusion gradient
negate each other. Diffusion away from the initial
starting point, however, results in incomplete
reversal of diffusion-related dephasing and
proportionate loss of phase coherence (ie, signal).
The loss of phase coherence is identical if the
diffusion gradient is applied in the inverse direction
(eg, the �x direction instead of the 1x direction),
and the aggregate behavior of the innumerable
protons within any given voxel determines the
degree of signal loss. Although the overall phase
coherence is decreased by the presence of
diffusion, the phase encoding itself remains unper-
turbed: the degree of phase offset by the phase-
encoding gradient remains the same as for the
diffusion gradient-free case, and the positional
information is still recoverable by a standard 2-D
Fourier transform.
This process has been formalized mathemati-

cally. First, it must be appreciated that the signal
of any given voxel in a spin-echo sequence without
a diffusion gradient takes the form as described in
Equation 2:

SofPD � �
1� e�TR=T1

�� e�TE=T2 (2)

where PD is proton density, T1 and T2 are tissue
properties, and echo time (TE) and repetition
time (TR) are set by the instrument operator.9

These parameters are unchanged by the



Fig. 2. Pulsed gradient spin-echoMR sequence for DWI. The typical elements of a spin-echo sequence are present,
including a 180� refocusing pulse with readout/frequency-encoding gradient, GFE; phase-encoding gradient, GPE;
and slice selection gradient, Gz. The motion-sensitizing (ie, diffusion) gradient, GD, is applied before and after the
refocusing pulse with duration, d, and interval, D, as discussed in the text.
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introduction of a diffusion gradient to the standard
spin-echo sequence. There is exponential loss of
signal (ie, dephasing), however, that occurs in the
presence of a pulseddiffusion gradient, determined
by the rate of diffusion in the direction of the diffu-
sion gradient and strength/duration of the diffusion
gradients. The relationship between the diffusion
gradient, diffusion constant, initial signal, and
diffusion-sensitized signal is described by the
Stejskal-Tanner equation (Equation 3):

Sn 5So � e�b�ADCn (3)

where Sn represents the signal measured after
application of a gradient in direction n, So repre-
sents the intrinsic signal without diffusion gradi-
ents, and ADCn is the apparent diffusion
coefficient (ADC) of water in the direction of the
applied gradient.10 The ADC is “apparent” in the
sense that the diffusion constant may reflect
macroscopic obstacles (eg, cell membranes or
organelles) rather than the intrinsic mobility of
water in the interrogated voxel.11 For this reason,
the ADC in living tissues is typically lower than
that measured for water solutions (discussed
previously), approximately 1 � 103 mm2/s.12 The
value, b, is a measure of the diffusion weighting,
factoring in both strength and duration of the diffu-
sion gradient. For a typical, rectangular gradient
pulse, it is defined as in Equation 4:

b5g2G2d2
�
D� d

3

�
(4)

where g represents the gyromagnetic ratio
(1/(Tesla*sec)), G the strength of the diffusion
gradient (tesla/mm), d the duration of the diffusion
gradient (seconds), and D the interval between the
start of each diffusion gradient (seconds). The
units of b are seconds per m2, and typically
b has values of 500 to 1000 s/mm2 in most clinical
sequences.

From Equations 2–4, diffusion MR imaging con-
trast (ie, difference between gradients on and off)
is most efficiently increased through the application
of strong diffusion gradients (G) that, therefore,
result in large b values. Increasing the duration of
the diffusion gradient (d) also has a large effect on
the b value and is another means of achieving suffi-
ciently high diffusion weighting, although at the
potential cost of increasing the TE. Increasing d is
most useful when operating near the Food and
Drug Administration limitations placed on maximal
gradient strength for human-ratedMRscanners.8,13

Solving for the ADC

In Equation 3, there are two unknown variables
(So and ADCn), one experimentally measured value
(Sn), and one operator-specified value (b). Using
basic algebra, the two unknown variables are
readily solved by measuring Sn at two values of
b, typically b 5 0 and b 5 1000 s/mm2

(eg, Fig. 3A, C). Because b 5 0 s/mm2 yields
Sn 5 So, it is simple to solve for the ADCn value
(Equation 5):

ADCn 5 � lnðSn=SoÞ=
�
b51000 s=mm2

�
(5)

On some instruments, a third b value may be
chosen between these two values to increase



Fig. 3. Standard DTI experiment output. Standard 30-direction DTI was performed on a 10-year-old girl 15 hours
after onset of left hemiparesis. The b 5 0 (A) and T2-weighted (B) images demonstrate T2 hyperintensity in the
posterior limb of the right internal capsule. DWI data from individual pulsed gradient directions (C–E) demon-
strate sensitivity of white matter and, in particular, the corpus callosum to direction of the applied gradient.
ADC (F) and DWI (G) demonstrate restricted diffusion in the right internal capsule lesion, consistent with acute
infarction. Although not necessary in this instance, the exponential diffusion map (H) confirms that T2 shine-
through does not significantly alter the DWI map. FA (I) and colored FA (J) maps show decrease in FA at the
site of the infarct and also show relationship of the lesion to the internal capsule. Standard colored FA encod-
ing is used: green (anteroposterior), blue (craniocaudad), and red (left-right) anisotropy.
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accuracy of the regression, but the concept is
identical. One caveat to this calculation is that
it assumes monoexponential decay of the
diffusion-weighted signal, something that is not
always observed in biologic specimens. There is
usually an asymptotic deviation from monoexpo-
nential decay with large measured displacements
(ie, b values), a phenomenon attributed to macro-
molecular barriers, such as cell membranes.12 At
the b values typically encountered in a clinical
diffusion MR imaging experiment, the deviations
from monoexponential decay are relatively
modest, but deviations from this assumption may
have to be considered as diffusion gradient
strength is increased, for example in diffusion
spectrum imaging (DSI) or q-ball imaging (QBI)
techniques (Table 1).12,14,15 A second problem
with calculations using Equation 5 is that it
assumes isotropic diffusion of water throughout
the brain. Because this is a fallacy in many regions
of the brain (discussed later), it is standard prac-
tice to improve accuracy of the ADCmeasurement
using values derived from 3 orthogonal directions,
usually the X, Y, and Z axes relative to the scanner.
Thus, the value of any given voxel in the ADC or
diffusion-weighted images (DWI) reviewed by
a radiologist represents the averaged values of at
least 3 gradient directions (Equations 6 and 7):

ADCxyz 5
�
ADCx1ADCy1ADCz

��
3 (6)

DWIxyz 5So � e�b�ADCxyz (7)

The ADCxyz and DWIxyz measurements from
the 3-direction diffusion MR imaging experiment
constitute the basic information available from
a standard clinical MR sequence obtained for
evaluation of stroke, and a study acquired in
this way is referred to as a DWI experiment in
this article.
The underlying SS-EPI spin-echo sequence is

T2 weighted even on b 5 1000 s/mm2 images
where the cerebrospinal fluid signal is dephased
due to diffusion effects (see Fig. 3). This T2 weight-
ing is necessary because of the interval required
for the application of the diffusion gradient (longer
TE)16 and is valuable because it helps increase the
conspicuity of lesions through combined effects of
T2 and diffusion weighting.8 In instances where
DWI signal is questioned as a shine-through arti-
fact from the underlying T2 weighting, the T2



Table 1
Imaging techniques

DWI DTI QBI DSI Hemi–q-Space DSI DKI

Encoding SS-EPI-SE SS-EPI-SE SS-EPI-SE 2� Refocused SS-EPI-SE SS-EPI-SE 2� Refocused SS-EPI-SE

Directionsa 3 55 55 515 Points in q-space 129 Points in q-space 30

Matrix 160 � 136 128 � 128 128 � 128 128 � 128 112 � 112 128 � 128

Resolution 1.3 � 1.1 mm 1.8 � 1.8 mm 2.2 � 2.2 mm 2.0 � 2.0 mm 2.0 � 2.0 mm 2.0 � 2.0 mm

B Values (s/mm2) 0, 500, 1000 1 q Radius
(10) 1000

1 q Radius
(30) 3000

5 q Radii, up to 17,000 5 q Radii, up to 12,000 0, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500

TE (ms) 92 63 82 154 89 108

TR (ms) 5500 14,000 16,400 3000 4200 2300

NEX 1 1 1 1 1 2

Acceleration Factor 1 2 2 NR 3 2

Acquisition Time
(minutes)

3000 130 160 480* 180 120

References 211 211 45,47 46 52

a Local protocol.
Abbreviations: NR, not reported; SE, spin echo; *, estimated from published acquisition parameters.
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component can be removed computationally by
dividing DWIxyz by So, the latter representing the
T2-weighted b 5 0 s/mm2 image. The resulting
(DWIxyz=So ) image is known as the exponential
image (see Fig. 3H).17
Diffusion Anisotropy

In thebasicDWIexperiment (describedpreviously),
water is assumed to diffuse equally in all directions
(ie, isotropically), something that is demonstrably
false in many locations in the brain. The tendency
ofwater todiffusepreferentially in certaindirections
is known as anisotropy and is highly correlatedwith
the presence of coherent fiber bundles in brain
tissue. Anisotropy was first demonstrated through
comparison of ADC values obtained with applica-
tion of diffusion gradients perpendicular to and
parallel to long white matter tracts.18–22 The
biophysical basis of this phenomenon remains
somewhat uncertain. Measurements of unmyelin-
ated neurons and neurons exposed to microtubule
depolymerizing agents, however, still exhibit strong
diffusion anisotropy, arguing against a primary role
of the myelin sheath or cytoskeletal protein struc-
ture, respectively.12,23–25 Rather, much of the
measured anisotropy is attributed to the cell
membranes of the axons themselves.15 Therefore,
anisotropic diffusion is commonly interpreted as
coherent diffusion along the cell membranes of
nerve fascicles as they traverse a voxel.
Because nerve fascicle orientation and trajec-

tory cannot be noninvasively probed with any
other method, measurement of diffusion anisot-
ropy has attracted intense interest. The most
widespread method for measuring diffusion
anisotropy uses a model that assumes water diffu-
sion at each voxel can be described by 3 orthog-
onal gaussian distributions with diffusion
coefficients of magnitude l1, l2, and l3.

6 The rela-
tive magnitudes of the 3 diffusion coefficients
determine the shape of the resulting probability
distribution for water displacement/diffusion over
the timescale of the applied diffusion gradient: if
l1 5 l2 5 l3, the diffusion probability distribution
for the voxel is spherical; if l1 >> l2, l3, the proba-
bility distribution takes on an elongated/ellipsoid
shape (see Fig. 1, middle vs right panel). Because
the set of 3 vectors (eigenvectors) corresponding
to magnitudes l1, l2, and l3 (eigenvalues) specify
a mathematical object known as a tensor, this
model-based approach to measuring diffusion
anisotropy is called DTI.
To determine the tensor for any given voxel, the

diffusion coefficients along each of the 3 principal
axes (X, Y, and Z) must be determined with respect
to each of the other axes for a total of 9 values in
a diffusion matrix:

2
4Dxx Dxy Dxz

Dyx Dyy Dyz

Dzx Dzy Dzz

3
5 (8)

As discussed previously, diffusion gradients
applied in opposite directions (eg, Dxy and Dyx)
cause the same resulting degree of dephasing.
Therefore, only 6 unique diffusion measurements
are required to fill the matrix in Equation 8. After
performing a b 5 0 measurement to solve So,
Equation 5 is solved for each of these 6 directions
to populate the diffusion tensor matrix. Using
basic linear algebra to multiply matrix 8 by the
eigenvector matrix, the eigenvalues l1, l2, and l3
can be readily determined. Although more than 6
direction-encoding gradients may be used (dis-
cussed later), it is assumed under the DTI model
that there is still gaussian diffusion in 3 orthogonal
directions (ie, diffusion tensor comprised of 3
eigenvectors) regardless of the number of
direction-encoding gradients used. As expressed
in terms of the eigenvalues, the mean diffusivity
(MD) and the average diffusion-weighted signal
(DWIavg) in each voxel are defined as in Equations
9 and 10:

MD 5 ðl11l21l3Þ=3 (9)

DWIn56 5So � e�
P6

n5 1
b�ADCn (10)

A useful composite measure of the degree of
anisotropy is known as fractional anisotropy (FA)
and is defined as in Equation 11:

FA5

ffiffiffi
3

2

r

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðl1 �MDÞ21ðl2 �MDÞ21ðl3 �MDÞ2

q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l211l221l23

q
(11)

The FA has a value of zero when diffusion is
equal in all 3 directions (l1 5 l2 5 l3) and a value
close to 1 when diffusion in the principal direction
greatly exceeds that in the other two dimensions of
the tensor (l1 >> l2, l3).
Standard outputs of a DTI experiment include

the raw data from each of the gradient sensitized
SS-EPIs, the ADC image, the DWI image, the FA
image, and a colored FA image (see Fig. 3). The
colored FA image is an intuitive means of viewing
information about anisotropic diffusion for the
whole brain, where the anisotropy along the X, Y,
and Z scanner axes are coded red, green, and
blue, respectively; the intensity of the colors is
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modulated based on the magnitude of the under-
lying FA value.26 As a result, major white matter
tracts become conspicuous even without
advanced postprocessing methods (described
later).
Higher-Fidelity Representations of Diffusion
Anisotropy

The major limitation of the DTI model is that it
assumes the probability distribution function
(PDF) of water in any brain voxel is defined by
a gaussian probability function for each of 3
orthogonal planes. Many regions of the brain,
however, contain crossing white matter tracts
(eg, pons and centrum semiovale) with PDFs that
cannot be accurately approximated using one of
the tensor-based diffusion geometries. Therefore,
FA measurements and tractography in these
regions can be highly inaccurate using the DTI
model.27–30 Smaller voxel size can correct for
this accuracy only to a limited extent31 and does
so at the cost of poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

To properly model the PDF in these regions,
advanced variants of diffusion imaging have
been devised that require no a priori assumption
of the shape of the PDF. All these approaches
rely on the fact that the PDF is related by Fourier
transform to the observed diffusion MR signal, S
(qi), where the vector, qi (q 5 gdG using the same
nomenclature from Equation 4), represents one
of many diffusion vectors needed to solve the
PDF. The relationship between signal distributed
in q-space S(qi) qi, and the PDF is analogous to
the relationship between signal distributed in k
space S(kx,ky),phase-encoding gradient ky, and
the actual distribution of signal in space S(x,y) in
Fig. 4. Differences between DSI and QBI sampling of q-
q-space with varying q values and diffusion gradient dir
along the surface of a shell in q-space with fixed q. (From
of complex neural architecture. Neuron 2003;40(5):885–95
structural MR imaging. This model-free approach
to determining the PDF is, therefore, known as q-
space imaging (QSI) and has a long history in the
physical chemistry literature.32,33 Initial biologic
studies applied this technique to the study of
metabolite or water diffusion as part of in vitro
experiments,34–37 including applications to more
accurate measurements of diffusion coefficients
of brain or spinal cord specimens.37–39 Voxel-by-
voxel determination of the PDF in a 3-D brain
image with whole-brain coverage, however, has
become possible only recently.40,41

In QSI with coverage of the whole brain, exper-
imental data space can be envisioned as a 6-D
space specified by a 3-D diffusion weighted image
at each sampled region of the 3-D q-space spec-
ified by qx, qy, and qz axes representing the
strength of magnetic field applied in the X, Y,
and Z directions in physical space.41,42 QSI
approaches all attempt to sample q-space more
systematically than DTI (which samples as few as
7 points in q-space) so that the PDF can be accu-
rately rendered. In the case of DSI, a cloud of q-
space values of varying strength and direction is
required (Fig. 4A), typically more than 100 diffusion
gradient directions with 5 different q values
(synonymous with 5 different b values).43–47

Although the number of studies that have used
DSI is relatively modest at present, it is currently
the only technique that fully reconstructs the PDF
and allows depiction of diffusion geometries that
would obscured by reduction to the DTI model
(Fig. 5). An alternative approach, known as QBI
or high angular resolution diffusion imaging
(HARDI),48 samples only along the surface of
a shell of fixed q. Using a mathematical theorem
known as Funk-Radon transform,43 QBI yields
space. Whereas QSI (A) samples numerous points in
ections (515 in the shown example), QBI (B) samples
Tuch DS, Reese TG, Wiegell MR, et al. Diffusion MRI

; with permission.)



Fig. 5. Comparison of DTI and DSI data. A coronal slice of rat brain at the level of the optic tracts was analyzed
using DTI and DSI techniques. The first eigenvector of the diffusion tensor (A), the ODF derived from the DSI
experiment (B), and the primary orientation of the PDF/ODF from the DSI experiment (C) were plotted. In the
boxed region in the vicinity of the superior colliculus, crossing fibers are resolved by DSI but are obscured by
DTI. Concordance of DTI and DSI data, however, is good for the optic tract (white curvilinear superior-inferior
tract visualized using manganese contrast) where fiber orientation is less complex. (From Lin CP, Wedeen VJ,
Chen JH, et al. Validation of diffusion spectrummagnetic resonance imaging with manganese-enhanced rat optic
tracts and ex vivo phantoms. Neuroimage 2003;19(3):482–95; with permission.)
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a version of the PDF stripped of magnitude infor-
mation, known as the orientational distribution
function (ODF), and also has symmetry properties
that may obscure some fiber geometries. These
limitations may degrade the accuracy of FA or
average diffusivity determined from QBI, but its
ability to detect multidirectional diffusion geome-
tries still far outperforms DTI in regions with
crossing fibers (Fig. 6). Both QBI and DSI require
higher b values than those used in typical DTI or
clinical DWI (see Table 1).
One alternative to deriving the entire ODF or

PDF is to quantify only the degree of deviation
from normal gaussian behavior implicit in the DTI
model, in mathematical terms, the excess kurtosis
of the diffusion probability distribution.49 This
excess kurtosis is a direct result of nongaussian
diffusional geometries (described previously),
and, therefore, high excess kurtosis is interpreted
as high microstructural complexity. Diffusion
kurtosis images (DKIs) can be derived from
DSI experiments, or they can be obtained using
shorter, purpose-built diffusion MR imaging
sequences.50 In the latter case, Equation 10 is
modified to fit a nongaussian term (Equation 12):

DWIn 5So � e
P30

n51
ð�b�ADCn1ð16�b2�ðADCn Þ2�KnÞÞ

(12)

where Kn represents the apparent excess diffu-
sional kurtosis for direction n. The mean kurtosis
(MK) is then defined as the average of the Kn

values for all diffusion gradient directions (30 in
the Equation 12). Differences in MK have been
used to separate low-grade from high-grade
primary brain tumors51 and to gauge age-related
changes in the cerebral white matter.52 However,
the unique advantage of using MK compared
with more traditional measures such as FA/MD
awaits further research.
ACQUISITION OF DIFFUSION IMAGES

Given the exquisite sensitivity of diffusion MR
imaging to small movements of protons, mini-
mizing bulk (ie, patient) motion becomes of



Fig. 6. Comparison of DTI to QBI. Comparison of voxelwise PDFs derived from DTI (top row) and low-frequency
QBI (bottom row) for the centrum semiovale. Color encoding for each lobe of the PDF is according to standard
color FA map convention. (From Tuch DS, Reese TG, Wiegell MR, et al. Diffusion MRI of complex neural architec-
ture. Neuron 2003;40(5):885–95; with permission.)
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paramount concern and has determined the
choice of acquisition schemes for DWI and DTI
experiments. SS-EPI sequences form the basis
of most diffusion MR imaging protocols because
they acquire an entire image slice in approximately
100 ms while offering improved SNRs compared
with other rapid imaging sequences, such as SS
fast spin-echo (SS-FSE).53,54 SS-EPI sequences
are typically performed with bipolar diffusion
gradients or dual spin-echo–based sequences to
minimize diffusion gradient-induced eddy currents
that cause image distortion.55,56 Further reduction
in acquisition time is achieved using partial k-
space reconstruction techniques that decrease
the number of phase encodes required for image
formation57 and/or through multiplexed stimulation
schemes enabling multiple slices to be interro-
gated simultaneously by SS-EPI.58 Navigator-
based SS-EPI sequences have been advocated
to correct for motion artifact59 although seldom
used in practice.

Scanner hardware must also be chosen with
acquisition speed in mind. The strongest/fastest
possible gradient coils are used to minimize the
duration of the diffusion gradient and to obtain
the best possible image resolution within the field
of view (typically approximately 128 to 196 voxels
or 1.5 to 2.0 mm). Parallel imaging techniques,
such as sensitivity encoding (SENSE), array spatial
sensitivity encoding technique (ASSET), and
generalized auto-calibrating partially parallel
acquisitions (GRAPPA), reduce acquisition time,
and because the TE required is also decreased,
there is the added benefit of reduction in the T2*
susceptibility artifacts encountered in SS-
EPI.60,61 Although multichannel head coils used
in parallel imaging improve SNR, SNR de-
clines with increasing acceleration factors, and
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acceleration factors of 2 to 3 seem optimal.57,62 In
addition to intrinsically higher SNR,63,64 higher
field strength magnets improve the speed of
parallel imaging acquisitions while limiting SNR
loss with higher acceleration factors.65,66 Tissue
pulsation secondary to the cardiac cycle can be
minimized through the use of cardiac gating
although inclusion of gating does prolong overall
acquisition time.67,68

There are a few special considerations for
acquisition of DTI data. Although a minimum of 6
diffusion directions is required to solve the for
the diffusion tensor, the SNR obtained with
a number of excitations (NEX) 5 1 is generally
poor.69 Because repeat acquisitions are required,
many investigators have advocated using addi-
tional diffusion gradient directions (at least 20–
30) rather than higher NEX values to achieve
improved SNR, because they may also improve
the reliability of the resulting MD/FA/tractography
data.13,70–72 There are dissenting opinions,
however, on this issue.73 Isotropic voxels of the
smallest possible size are advocated for studies
destined for tractography analysis to minimize
the size of voxels containing crossing fibers (ie,
volume averaging effect) and to avoid apparent
image distortion.27,74

Although SS-EPI is the most widespread pulse
sequence in use for diffusion MR imaging, other
acquisition schemes have been proposed to
address the deficiencies of SS-EPI. In particular,
multishot fast spin-echo–based techniques, such
as periodically rotated overlapping parallel lines
with enhanced reconstruction (PROPELLER),
have been advocated for their ability to correct
for patient motion, decreased sensitivity to mag-
netic susceptibility effects, insensitivity to eddy
current effects, andhigher spatial resolution.53,75,76

More recent modifications have reduced the
longer acquisition time and higher specific
absorption rate associated with these multishot
techniques,77,78 making them more competitive
with SS-EPI–based methods. There is evidence
that such FSE-based techniques may detect
infarcts more sensitively79 and yield more accu-
rate DTI measures in the subcortical white
matter80 compared with SS-EPI techniques.
Examples of acquisition parameters for different

types of diffusion MR imaging experiments are
summarized in Table 1.
ANALYSIS OF DIFFUSION MR IMAGING DATA

Once a diffusion MR imaging experiment is
completed, there are two types of data referenced
to each voxel in the brain: scalar data (eg, FA and
MD) and directional information, such as diffusion
tensor or PDF/ODF. These data provide a wealth
of information about brain microstructure and
connectivity. Although multiple types of scalar
and fiber orientation analyses may be performed
together in any single experiment, these analytic
techniques are examined separately for clarity.

Scalar Data

Histogram analysis
The most straightforward type of diffusion MR
imaging analysis is histogram analysis of whole-
brain FA and MD data. The diffusion parameters
are simply plotted against frequency, and because
these parameters typically have near-normal
distribution, parametric statistics (eg, t statistic)
can be applied. This method is highly
reproducible81 and in its simplest form requires
no preprocessing (eg, spatial normalization/regis-
tration) or a priori knowledge of the sites of
disease. Whole-brain histogram analysis is best
suited for diffuse-brain diseases that extensively
involve white and/or gray matter structures. For
example, histogram analysis has been used to
demonstrate global increases in cerebral white
matter MD as well as increased skew and variance
in white matter FA/ADC with aging.82–84 These
histogram-derived measures correlate with
decrease in cognitive, motor, and visual skills
associated with aging.85–89 Analogous work in
patients with multiple sclerosis has demonstrated
increased MD and decreased FA compared with
normal controls, trends that correlate with
disability scales.90–92

Region of interest analysis
Histogram analysis provides insight into global
microstructural integrity. It overlooks, however,
known brain circuits or radiographically demon-
strable lesions. Therefore, analysis of specific of
regions of interest (ROIs) is often required. In the
simplest case, large enhancing or space-
occupying lesions can be used as masks to select
for relevant ROIs in the diffusion weighted images.
Using such a strategy, investigators have identi-
fied MD values that discriminate poor from good
responders to therapy in cases of primary CNS
lymphoma93 and recurrent glioblastoma.94 Like-
wise, multiple sclerosis plaques identified on
conventional imaging have been used to define
ROIs for analysis (both for the lesion and contralat-
eral normal-appearing white matter), establishing
that the FA/MD abnormalities described for the
whole brain are most severe at sites of MS plaques
and are also present in normal-appearing white
matter.92,95–97

The primary limitation of the ROI approach is
consistent selection of ROIs, particularly when
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using normal anatomic landmarks for reference
rather than lesions identified on conventional
imaging.98 Probabilistic segmentation99,100 and
deformation-based morphometry101 approaches
can automate and make more consistent the ROI
selection process. However, transformations
between conventional imaging space and diffu-
sion imaging space can be affected by geometric
distortion even within the same subject.102 One
possible solution to the problem of ROI selection
lies in using the white matter tracts identified on
color FA maps and tractography for anatomic
reference,76,103,104 a strategy shown to improve
measurement reproducibility.105 In one example
of this approach to a group of amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS) patients, the posterior limb of the
internal capsule was identified for ROI analysis
using tractography of the coroticospinal tract, al-
lowing reproducible demonstration of decreased
FA and increased MD in upper motor neurons.106

Tract-based spatial statistics
One of the more widespread algorithms for using
white matter tract–based ROI selection is known
as tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS), available
as a module within the free Functional MRI of the
Brain Analysis Group (FMRIB) Software Library
(FSL) image analysis package. After an affine or
nonlinear registration process and eddy current
correction, TBSS constructs a skeleton consisting
of the center point of the aggregated FAmap for all
Fig. 7. TBSS results for comparison of 13 ALS patients with
the brain demonstrate the mean FA skeleton (green) with
where FA inversely correlates with disease progression sho
tionately affected as expected. (From Smith SM, Jenkinson
voxelwise analysis of multi-subject diffusion data. Neuroim
subjects in the analysis. By analyzing white matter
diffusivity within a specified radius of this skeleton
(Fig. 7), grouped FA values demonstrate greatly
reduced deviation from nongaussian behavior,
enabling standard parametric statistics to be
more reliably applied.107,108 The approach has
been successfully applied to investigations of
normal aging, psychiatric disease, multiple scle-
rosis, neurodegenerative disease, and correlations
between cognitive function and white matter
structure.109–124 Other similar techniques using
white matter tract reference points have also
been published, enabling determination of FA for
entire tracts or regions surrounding white matter
tracts.125,126

Voxel-based analysis
Voxel-based analysis (VBA) uses techniques first
developed for group analysis of structural brain
images and now is also widely used in functional
MR imaging experiments.127–129 In brief, VBA
places group analysis subjects into a common
3-D space (ie, spatial normalization or registration),
making analysis of any particular voxel theoreti-
cally comparable between subjects using stan-
dard parametric statistics, such as are available
through widely used software packages, like FSL
or SPM. Although typically registration is per-
formed using affine (linear) spatial transformations
on diffusionweighted images, FA template-based130

or nonlinear deformation-based morphometry
20 controls. Axial (left) and coronal (right) images of
areas of FA decrease in ALS shown in blue and areas
wn in red. Corticospinal tract structures are dispropor-
M, Johansen-Berg H, et al. Tract-based spatial statistics:
age 2006;31(4):1487–505; with permission.)
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techniques can also be used.101,131–134 The VBA
approach has been used to successfully aggre-
gate subject data, for example, demonstrating
hemispheric asymmetry of FA in normal subjects
and loss of this asymmetry in subjects diagnosed
with schizophrenia.135,136 Potential pitfalls with
VBA techniques include the variable degrees of
geometric distortion secondary to magnetic
susceptibility (eg, paranasal sinuses) present in
different subjects as well as the fact that the size
of the gaussian kernel used to blur the registered
diffusion images can bias the underlying
results.137

DTI atlases: reference values and automated
ROI selection
As the number of studies reporting FA and MD
abnormalities has grown, so has the need for reli-
able reference values for diffusion metrics specific
to particular regions of the brain. Initial efforts
along these lines focused on studying values in
selected ROIs.138,139 More recently, a DTI atlas
was created using 81 normal subjects’ DTI data
and affine transformation of subject diffusion
images (average of all diffusion weighted images
for each subject) and associated tensor fields
into standard International Consortium for Brain
Mapping (ICBM)-152 space.140 The ICBM DTI-81
atlas can generate normal reference values for
FA throughout the brain, and future atlases may
serve as reference guides to white matter connec-
tivity and fiber tract measures too.
Because an atlas contains representative data

from many subjects, it can also serve as a refer-
ence for performing automated white matter ROI
selection. When new subjects’ diffusion brain MR
images were warped to ICBM DTI-81 space using
nonlinear registration, the FA measures within
Fig. 8. Application of a DTI atlas to study of patient popu
parcellate ROIs for FA measurements of 35 children betwe
(B) were plotted for relationship of FA to subject age for e
observed in the brainstem, the thalamus (Th), the anterior
parietal white matter (FWM and PWM, respectively). (From
of neurodevelopment from infancy to adulthood using dif
abnormality detection. Neuroimage 2010;52:415–28; with
computationally specified ROIs had good agree-
ment with manual specification of the same
regions. This approach was later extended to the
subcortical white matter tracts.141 The resulting
176 white matter regions parcellated by the
ICBM DTI-81 atlas have been used to characterize
both morphometric and diffusivity changes in the
developing brains of children142 (Fig. 8) and can
theoretically be applied to other patient popula-
tions with grossly normal brains (eg, psychiatric
patients, patients with mild traumatic brain injury,
and so forth). The ICBM DTI-81 atlas also allows
automated selection of ROIs for performing deter-
ministic tractography (discussed later).143

Atlasing DTI data relies on accurate registration
of tensor fields obtained for each subject, and the
spatial transformation of a tensor field differs
fundamentally from transformation of purely scalar
data. In addition to displacement of voxel intensity,
reorientation of the tensor’s component eigenvec-
tors is required at each voxel. The initial attempts
at solving this reorientation problem have yielded
satisfactory results,144–146 but higher-precision
deformable/nonlinear registration techniques for
DTI data are in development,147 for example, by
devising rotationally invariant descriptors of the
tensor field that can then be warped.148

Tractography

Tractography is the inference of nerve fascicle
trajectories from DTI data and is analogous to
similar procedures first developed for fluid
mechanics.27 It involves both postprocessing
and comparison of summary statistics.

Deterministic tractography
The earliest and still most commonly used
approach for performing DTI-based tractography
lations. The ICBM DTI-81 reference atlas was used to
en 2 and 18 years of age. The slopes (A) and R2 values
ach of 176 ROIs. A larger, positive, time dependence is
limb of the internal capsules (IC), and the frontal and
Faria AV, Zhang J, Oishi K, et al. Atlas-based analysis

fusion tensor imaging and applications for automated
permission.)
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is known as deterministic or streamline
tractography.27,149–152 Perhaps the most widely
used algorithm for deterministic tractography is
known as fiber assignment by continuous tracking
(FACT) and is included in the freely available
DTIstudio package.151,153 In this algorithm, a seed
Fig. 9. Streamline/deterministic versus probabilistic tractog
from seed point, x0, the path of a fiber tract (dashed line) is
by the arrows. Once the fiber tract reaches a voxel bound
that of the new voxel, subject to FA and turning angle cri
phy algorithms produce a single best estimate of fiber tra
listic algorithms model multiple possible trajectories th
a probability estimate for connectivity to other voxels. (Re
tudio: resource program for diffusion tensor computation
Biomed 2006;81(2):106–16; with permission.)
point is selected from the center of a starting voxel,
and using the principal eigenvector for that voxel,
the seed is displaced to the outer boundary of the
voxel (Fig. 9A). Provided that the neighboring voxel
does not exceed user specified cutoff criteria
(typically FA <0.2 or turning angle >40�), the seed
raphy. (A) Illustration of the FACT algorithm. Starting
determined using the principal eigenvectors, denoted
ary at x1, the direction of the fiber tract is changed to
teria specified by the user. (B) Deterministic tractogra-
jectory through a given voxel. (C) In contrast, probabi-
rough a voxel, which can be combined to produce
produced from Jiang H, van Zijl PC, Kim J, et al. DtiS-
and fiber bundle tracking. Comput Methods Programs
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is again displaced using the neighboring voxel’s
principal eigenvector to the neighboring voxel’s
border. This process is repeated until cutoff criteria
are met, and by tracing the reverse direction from
the original seed point, a complete tract is
determined. InDTIstudio, this process is performed
for all voxels in the experiment, and the resulting
fiber tracts are stored. The user then specifies
one or more ROIs (typically hand drawn) through
which the tract of interest should or should not
pass, using Boolean logic to decide which
pathways are displayed (see Fig. 9B); constraining
the fiber tracts by at least two ROIs has been
shown to increase reproducibility of results.154

The fiber tracts satisfying the user-specified
constraints are then summarized by statistics (eg,
mean length, fiber volume, and fiber count) and
overlaid on the b0 diffusion image or any other
structural MR imaging of the user’s choice.
Deterministic tractography has been used in

a wide variety of clinical and basic science appli-
cations. The most commonly encountered clinical
application is delineation of the relationship of an
intracranial mass lesion to major white matter
tracts, such as the corticospinal tract,155,156

arcuate fasciculus,157 and optic radiations.158,159

Use of tractography assists in selection of surgical
approach, and there is evidence that it reduces
operative time.160 In cases of severely distorted
underlying anatomy, the constraining ROI has
been selected using activated voxels from func-
tional MR imaging experiments.161 When corre-
lated with intraoperative cortical mapping,
tractography of the corticospinal spinal tract has
proved accurate within 1 cm.155 Deterministic
tractography has also proved useful in investi-
gating disease processes previously inaccessible
in living subjects. For instance, tractography inves-
tigations of periventricular leukomalacia have
demonstrated relative preservation of the cortico-
spinal tract and damage to other fiber tracts,
including the retrolental internal capsule and the
posterior thalamic radiations.162,163 Deterministic
tractography has also enabled basic investiga-
tions of white matter organization, for example,
demonstrating asymmetry of white matter tracts
in the brain.164,165 As discussed previously, trac-
tography data can be used to direct ROI-based
analysis.

Probabilistic tractography
Deterministic tractography is unable to depict
branching fiber tracts and forces an all-or-none
choice for propagating a fiber tract, depending
on FA/turning angle constraints specified by the
user. The latter limitation is particularly problem-
atic in areas of intrinsically abnormal white matter,
such as might be encountered in demyelinating
or neurodegenerative disorders. Probabilistic trac-
tography quantifies the connectivity between
any two voxels using either fast marching
methods166,167 or inference of the PDF from the
DTI data (eg, the algorithm used in the FDTmodule
of the FSL software package).168,169 Then, propa-
gation of fiber tracts from initial seed points is
repeated thousands of times using the connec-
tivity information to statistically sample potential
trajectories. Thus, multiple fiber trajectories can
traverse a single voxel (see Fig. 9C), and the
likelihood of connectivity between any two voxels
can be quantified. Importantly, an FA cutoff value
does not need to be specified, allowing inclusion
of brain regions with microstructural abnormality.
Given the lack of strict FA cutoff criteria, pro-

babilistic tractography is an obvious choice for
delineating fiber tracts in areas of diseased white
matter, and it has been applied to multiple
sclerosis170 andALS.171 Themost popular applica-
tion of probabilistic tractography, however, has
been quantifying connectivity between brain
ROIs. For example, it has been used to explore
brain connectivity in normal subjects,168,172 prema-
ture neonates.173 and psychiatric patients.174,175

DSI/QBI-based tractography
As discussed previously, crossing fibers are poorly
depicted by DTI techniques and more faithfully de-
picted using QBI/HARDI or DSI approaches.
Although DSI and QBI techniques derive the PDF
and ODF directly, tractography based on DSI/
QBI experiments has so far relied primarily on
adaptation of streamline rather than probabilistic
tractography techniques.46,47,176–178 As imple-
mented in the TrackVis software package, DSI/
QBI tractography is similar to FACT except that,
for each directional component of the PDF/ODF,
a fiber tract is displaced from the center to the
edge of the seeding voxel (although in at least
one published experiment, 30 seed points were
randomly chosen within the starting voxel to
increase accuracy46). At the edge of the voxel,
the component of the neighboring voxel’s ODF/
PDF with diffusion direction closest to the original
direction is chosen for propagation, subject to
turning angle cutoff and optionally an MD cutoff
criteria. Because the PDF/ODF is not limited to
a diffusion ellipsoid, crossing fibers can be de-
picted (Fig. 10). Using automated brain parcella-
tion techniques, whole-brain connectivity maps
can then be derived. Although these connectivity
maps do not quantify connectivity in the same
way as probabilistic tractography, network anal-
ysis does provide a measure of “strength” of
connection (ie, number of fiber tracts) between



Fig. 10. DSI tractography versus DTI tractography. Figures illustrating the comparison of tractography of DSI data
in low and high magnification (A, C) and DTI data (B, D) in the basis pontis of human brain in vivo. The intersec-
tions of the descending corticofugal fibers (long stem arrow) and transverse pontocerebellar fibers (short stem
arrow) are seen with the DSI reconstruction, but not with DTI. CC, corpus callosum; Cd, caudate nucleus; CR,
corona radiata; IC, internal capsule; Th, thalamus; V, lateral ventricle. (From Wedeen VJ, Wang RP, Schmahmann
JD, et al. Diffusion spectrum magnetic resonance imaging [DSI] tractography of crossing fibers. Neuroimage
2008;41(4):1267–77; with permission.)
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key gray matter nodes (Fig. 11).46 This approach
also allows individual versus group comparisons
of white matter connectivity.

Groupwise analysis of tractography data
In most experiments using tractography, compar-
ison of fiber tract metrics (volume, MD, and FA)
from multiple subjects is necessary. As the
number of subjects increases, the selection of
constraining ROIs for tractography becomes an
onerous task and subject to possible error. To
automate this process and improve the reliability
of summary statistics obtained for each subject,
spatial normalization into a common space has
been performed using reference atlases143,179–182

or control samples.183,184 Using the ICBM DTI-81
atlas (discussed previously),143,185 choice of stan-
dardized ROIs on the template can be transferred



Fig. 11. DSI connectivity networks. DSI was used determine connectivity between 998 ROIs parcellated by
deformation-based morphometry. (A) Matrix of fiber densities (connection weights) between all pairs of n 5

998 ROIs. ROIs are plotted by cerebral hemispheres, with right-hemispheric ROIs in the upper left quadrant,
left-hemispheric ROIs in the lower right quadrant, and interhemispheric connections in the upper right and lower
left quadrants. The color bars at the left and bottom of the matrix correspond to the colors of 66 anatomic
regions. All connections are symmetric and displayed with a logarithmic color map. (B) Kamada-Kawai force-
spring layout of the connectivity backbone. Labels indicating anatomic subregions are placed at their respective
centers of mass. Nodes (individual ROIs) are coded according to strength and edges are coded according to
connection weight (see legend). (C) Dorsal and lateral views of the connectivity backbone. (From Hagmann P,
Cammoun L, Gigandet X, et al. Mapping the structural core of human cerebral cortex. PLoS Biol 2008;
6(7):e159; with permission.)
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automatically to subject brains for deterministic
tractography. Conversely, subject data can be
transformed into a common template space,
allowing comparison of fiber tract morphology
(eg, smoothness) in addition to underlying scalar
data such as FA/MD.179 As discussed previously,
these approaches rely on accurate reorientation
of the tensor field and will hopefully improve
as deformable tensor registration techniques
mature.186,187
Reproducibility and Validity of DTI Data

Reproducible measurements are essential for
diffusion MR imaging to be a useful tool, particu-
larly in large, multisite studies. For scalar
measures, such as FA and MD, early studies es-
tablished small coefficients of variation (CVs) for
these measurements when obtained on the same
instrument on different days and slightly greater
CVs for data obtained on different scanners.188,189

In a recent multisite experiment using an optimized
3T protocol (cardiac-gated, 8-channel head coil,
32-direction DTI), the FA CV was less than 2%
for both intersite and intrasite comparisons.190

This study also demonstrated increased reproduc-
ibility (decreased CVs) when deformable registra-
tion or TBSS were used to select ROIs as
opposed to rigid body registration of the FA map.
For tractography, it has been shown that white

matter tracts have highly reproducible FA/MD
measurements but less reliable tract fiber volume
measurements.190–192 In the case of the 3T exper-
iment (discussed previously), the CVs for the FA
and tract volume measured at three initial seeding
ROIs were approximately 3% and 7.5%, respec-
tively. Manual ROI placement is potentially a major
source of error in tractography experiments where
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automation is not used, and as expected, different
operators degrade the reproducibility of
deterministic193 and probabilistic191,192 tractogra-
phy. The CV is still less than 4%, however, for
whole-tract FA measurements obtained by
different operators.191 Following probabilistic trac-
tography, network measures, such as node
strength and node cluster, coefficient have also
been found fairly reproducible with CVs of less
than a few percentage points.194 Statistical
sampling methods, such as bootstrapping, have
also been introduced to improve inference of FA/
MD values195,196 and tensor orientation, including
at sites of crossing fibers.176,197–199

The validity of tractography has been estab-
lished through three lines of investigation. First,
fiber tracts in the cerebrum and brainstem inferred
from diffusion MR imaging experiments have been
compared with gross neuroanatomic dissection
from cadavers.200–202 These studies have
confirmed the connectivity of small fiber tracts,
such as those connecting the inferior-superior
frontal lobes and the complex morphology of
Fig. 12. Histologic confirmation of DSI validity. Microscop
tecture in two regions of the rat brain (ROI-1 and ROI-2) aft
and DSI reconstructions from ROI-1 and ROI-2 across six
scale map of FA values. Scale bars, 1 mm (A,C) and 100
ROI-2 are confirmed histologically. (From Leergaard TB, W
validation of diffusion MRI fiber orientation distributio
permission.)
the optic radiations seen in tractography
experiments.202 Second, tracer studies have
been performed using both histologic markers
and MR contrast agents, such as manganese.
Although dependent on anterograde transport of
the marker from the site of injection, the tracer
studies have established the validity of tractogra-
phy in the optic pathway,203,204 corticospinal
tract,205 corticothalamic tracts, and cortical asso-
ciation fibers, including to the contralateral
hemisphere.206 As expected, the degree of agree-
ment was found to vary depending on user-
specified criteria for tractography, such as FA
and turning angle cutoff criteria. Third, detailed
histologic analysis of myelinated fiber tracts was
recently performed in concert with DSI. The accu-
racy of the resulting PDF was found to fall within
5.4� to 6.2�of the corresponding myelinated fiber,
even in regions of the brain that contained
crossing fiber tracts (Fig. 12).207 Although the rela-
tionship of a fiber tract inferred from tractography
to an actual fiber bundle remains uncertain, new
diffusion MR imaging techniques have been
y of the parallel (A, C) and crossing (B, D) myeloarchi-
er myelin histologic staining. (E) Comparison of 3D DTI
rat specimens. Reconstructions are overlaid on a gray
mm (C,D). Crossing fibers suggested by DSI data for
hite NS, de Crespigny A, et al. Quantitative histologic
ns in the rat brain. PLoS One 2010;5(1):e8595; with
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developed to quantify the distribution of axonal
sizes within an ROI,208,209 and the accuracy of
these techniques has been confirmed using elec-
tron microscopy.210
SUMMARY

Whether used for clinical care or basic science
investigation, the choice of a particular diffusion
MR imaging technique and interpretation of the
results relies on an understanding of the basic
physical principles of the diffusion MR imaging
experiment and the options for analyzing the resul-
tant data. The authors have reviewed how applica-
tion of motion-sensitizing gradients enables
quantitative characterization of water diffusion in
vivo. Through the application of the tensor model
or through use of QSI techniques, reliable scalar
measures of diffusivity and faithful representations
of the water diffusion PDF can be obtained.
Although comparison of scalar data is the simplest
means for examining group DTI data, direct
comparison of tractography and connectivity data
is becoming increasingly feasible due to advances
in postprocessing techniques and the availability of
standardized templates for comparing subjects.
These advanced techniques have become widely
accessible to basic science and clinician investiga-
tors, creating new knowledge about the brain in
health and disease, some of which are discussed
in articles elsewhere in this issue.
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